1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

When the optimal duration for treatment is uncertain, a randomized trial may assign patients at random to receive active treatment for different lengths of time before discontinuation. Trials comparing two treatment durations are common, but they can be used to compare three (or more) treatment durations as well. Including three treatment duration arms in a single trial can be more cost- and time-efficient than conducting a sequence of two-arm trials. In these trials, patients may be allocated using either a single randomization into the three arms at the time of study entry, or a two-stage randomization design (TSRD) wherein a patient initially is randomized to one of two treatment periods and then those who were randomized to the longer of these two periods and who remain on study at the end of this period are randomized again to discontinue active treatment or to continue for a further period (i.e., into the third arm). Freedman and de Stavola \[[@bib1]\] provide an extended discussion comparing the potential benefits and disadvantages, both practical and methodological, of these two types of randomization designs.

In a trial with three or more treatment durations, there will be one or more initial 'overlap' periods during which subjects in multiple arms are all receiving active treatment. Any differences observed between the arms during this period can only reflect noise, not treatment effects. The idea that power can be improved by ignoring events during an overlap period has been discussed in the context of two-arm trials \[[@bib2]\].

As a motivating example of a three-arm trial, presented in detail later, Yatham et al. \[[@bib3]\] conducted a double-blind, randomized trial to determine the optimal duration of atypical antipsychotic maintenance therapy in bipolar patients. In this trial, hereafter referred to as the "AAM trial," patients entering manic remission following treatment with an atypical antipsychotic and a mood stabilizer combination were randomized to taper and discontinue their antipsychotic within 2 weeks (0-weeks arm), continue for 24 weeks (24-weeks arm) or continue for the entire 52 weeks (52-weeks arm) of follow-up. The primary outcome was the time to relapse of a mood (manic or depressive) episode. Results from the AAM trial were reported with a primary analysis that consisted of the three pairwise comparisons of arms using standard Cox proportional hazards (PH) models applied to all data collected throughout the full trial follow-up period \[[@bib4]\]; this approach generally would be regarded as the conventional choice for a trial with three arms. These analyses are sub-optimal for several reasons. From a clinical practice perspective, the two primary questions faced by the clinician are: (i) Should active treatment be given for the first 24 weeks? And (ii) given that a patient on active treatment has reached 24 weeks without experiencing the event, should active treatment be continued up to 52 weeks? Conventional pairwise comparisons of arms do not address these questions appropriately because these comparisons do not consider the two distinct time periods of interest or the time pattern of treatment delivery and focus on comparisons over the full follow-up period. Re-casting the hypotheses to be tested to match these questions leads to ways to improve the analysis.

To address the problem, Freedman and de Stavola \[[@bib1]\] proposed using a time-varying coefficient Cox proportional-hazards model. Their analysis consisted of fitting all of the data to a single model from which the answers to the two primary questions can be extracted using appropriate contrasts on the regression coefficients. However, they did not quantify the potential gain in statistical power using their approach, and they did not consider sample size calculations for the two primary hypothesis tests. In the work presented here, the two primary questions will be addressed using two separate models to enable a more straightforward development and presentation of our sample size calculation method; however, the estimates will be equivalent to those from Freedman and de Stavola\'s model. Such analyses were conducted by the authors of the AAM trial, but because these analyses yielded the same general conclusions as the conventional analysis, the authors judged that the simplicity of the conventional approach and its familiarity to readers would allow readers to more easily interpret the results. In the general case, the conclusions from the two analyses may differ, and thus, it is important to recognize when the more complex analysis is warranted.

Planning the sample size in these trials is challenging because the conventional sample size formulae do not consider two distinct follow-up periods and assume proportional hazards between arms throughout follow-up. Barthel et al. \[[@bib5]\] have shown that when the proportional hazards assumption does not hold, sample size calculations making this assumption (e.g., based on a log-rank test or the standard Cox PH model) could substantially over- or underestimate the true required sample size. Additionally, if patients are allocated equally across the three arms, the events that occur during the first 24 weeks would significantly reduce the number of patients available for the 24-week versus 52-week comparison, leading to lower power for testing the 24-week versus 52-week comparison than for the 0-week versus 24-week comparison. This consideration is important for trial design since an underpowered primary comparison both jeopardizes the value of the trial and may be deemed unethical \[[@bib6]\]. Obtaining equal power for both comparisons will require unequal sample sizes across the arms, but discussion of the required calculations has not appeared in the literature.

This article has two aims. In Aim One, we describe an efficient analysis plan which uses separate analyses for the two primary questions to identify the optimal treatment duration in a three-arm trial. Via simulation, we quantify the statistical power that is achieved using this analysis plan when the true hazard in the 24-week arm is different before and after 24 weeks, and we show that under these conditions, conventional pairwise comparison of arms yields substantially lower power. We illustrate the efficient analysis plan by applying it to data from the AAM trial and comparing the results with those obtained using the conventional analysis. In Aim Two, we derive and evaluate via simulation a sample size calculation procedure that nearly equalizes the powers of the two key comparisons of interest. In the concluding section, we discuss the implications of our results, limitations, and suggest potential future work.

2. Method {#sec2}
=========

2.1. Aim one: improving power using efficient analyses {#sec2.1}
------------------------------------------------------

For simplicity in the following presentation, we will continue to refer to the three treatment duration arms as "0-weeks", "24-weeks", and "52-weeks". Application of the results to trials with a different set of treatment durations requires only straightforward modifications. In this study, we assume the following hazard functions which use a step hazard function \[[@bib7]\] that allows for different treatment effects in the periods before and after 24 weeks:$$\text{0} - \text{week~arm:}\mspace{9mu} h\left( {t;\beta} \right) = h_{0}\left( t \right);$$$$24 - \text{week~arm:}\mspace{9mu} h\left( {t;\beta} \right) = h_{0}\left( t \right)\text{exp}\left( {\beta - \gamma H\left( {t - t_{1}} \right)} \right);$$$$52 - \text{week~arm:}\mspace{9mu} h\left( {t;\beta} \right) = h_{0}\left( t \right)\text{exp}\left( \beta \right),$$where $h_{0}\left( t \right)$ reflects the baseline hazard for patients who discontinue active treatment immediately. $H\left( x \right)$ is a function that takes the value one when $x$ is positive, and the value zero otherwise. In this study, $t_{1} = 24.$ In this formulation, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are the parameters of primary interest. The parameter $\beta$ reflects the effect of active treatment compared to control *during the first 24 weeks*. The parameter $\gamma$ reflects the effect of "long duration" treatment (i.e., continuing active treatment after 24 weeks) compared to "short duration" treatment (i.e., discontinuing after 24 weeks of active treatment) *in the period after 24 weeks*. The difference $\beta - \gamma$ can be used to assess the carry-over effect of short duration treatment versus control in the period after 24 weeks but it is of secondary interest since, if a benefit of 24 weeks of active treatment is found, the focus switches to assessing the benefit of continuing active treatment (i.e., to estimating $\gamma$). Allowing the hazard to change at 24 weeks in the 24-weeks arm better reflects what plausibly occurs in the real world and allows for a clear interpretation of each estimated hazard ratio. In a conventional pairwise comparison of arms, the estimated hazard ratios are difficult to interpret as they result from averaging over the entire follow-up period over which proportionality of hazards should not be expected to hold. These hazard functions are equivalent to the ones in Freedman and de Stavola\'s model but using a different parameterization.

### 2.1.1. Description of efficient analyses {#sec2.1.1}

Although a single Cox proportional hazards model can be fit to the full dataset, we propose splitting the analysis into two separate analyses that target each primary question separately. Doing so also enables clearer presentation of our proposed sample size calculation procedure. Our proposed 'efficient analyses' are:

Comparing active treatment versus control during the first 24 weeks of follow-up.

Using data from all three arms but with the data on individuals in the 52-weeks arm censored after 24 weeks of follow-up, fit a time-dependent treatment effect Cox proportional hazards model comparing events in the 0-weeks arm (control) to events in the 24-weeks and 52-weeks arms combined (active treatment) with the hazard functions described above. Note that this estimate for $\beta$ could be obtained more simply by fitting a standard (i.e., without time-dependent treatment effects) Cox model using only data up to 24 weeks. However, fitting the more complex model enables assessment of the carry-over effect of short duration treatment.

Comparing active treatment for 52 weeks versus active treatment for 24 weeks after 24 weeks of follow-up.

Re-setting time zero to the end of the 24th week after the randomization, fit a Cox proportional hazards model that includes only patients in the 24-weeks and 52-weeks arms who remain on the study at the end of 24 weeks of follow-up and include only events that occur after this time-point. Since the individuals in these two arms receive the same treatment during the first 24 weeks, they have the same probability of experiencing events (and other outcomes), so the distributions of characteristics of the individuals who are included in this analysis are expected to remain the same across the two arms.

### 2.1.2. Simulation study {#sec2.1.2}

We compared the power of our efficient analyses to the conventional pairwise analyses via simulation using R \[[@bib8]\]. For each set of input parameters investigated, 10,000 datasets were simulated, and treatment comparisons were made using a likelihood ratio test with a two-sided significance level of 5%. This number of simulated datasets was chosen to ensure that the standard error of each study power estimate was less than 0.5%.

Survival outcomes were generated assuming a constant hazard $h_{0}$ (i.e., an exponential survival function) while the patient was receiving the control treatment and a constant hazard $h_{1}$ = $HR$ $\times h_{0}$ while receiving active treatment, where $HR$ is the hazard ratio. Specifically, 0-week arm patients experience a hazard $h_{0}$ for the full 52 weeks of follow-up, 24-weeks arm patients experience a hazard $h_{1}$ for the first 24 weeks and a hazard $h_{0}$ from 24 weeks to 52 weeks, and 52-week arm patients experience a hazard $h_{1}$ for the entire 52 weeks (See [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The assumption of a hazard $h_{0}$ during the 24 to 52-week period in the 24-weeks arm (i.e., setting $\beta = \gamma$) is made for convenience of illustrating the sample size calculation method described below. Adjusting that method to accommodate a different hazard is straightforward. It was assumed that no patient dropped out. A set of values for $h_{0}$ were selected to correspond to 52-week survival probabilities in the range 10%--90% in 10% increments. Hazard ratios were set in the range of 0.2--0.8 in 0.1 increments. The simulation scenarios covered all of the combinations of values of $h_{0}$ with $HR$. In each scenario investigated, equal numbers of patients were allocated to each arm, and the total sample size was set so that 80% power would be achieved if the conventional analyses were used. The sample sizes were obtained using the ART package \[[@bib9],[@bib10]\] in Stata \[[@bib11]\], which accommodates with complex features including non-proportional hazards. See S.1 in the Supporting Information for additional simulation details.Fig. 1Assumed Hazard function in each arm in the data generator for the simulation studies. Patients in the 0-weeks arm receive placebo for the full 52 weeks with a constant hazard $h_{0}$. Patients in the 24-weeks arm receive active treatment for the first 24 weeks with hazard $h_{1}$, then receive placebo for the rest of follow-up time with hazard $h_{0}$. Patients in the 52-weeks arm receive active treatment for the full 52 weeks with hazard.$h_{1}.$Fig. 1

2.2. Aim two: equalizing power through sample size reallocation {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------

As noted earlier, events (and dropouts) occurring during the first 24 weeks reduce the number of patients available after 24 weeks for the 24-weeks vs. 52-weeks comparison. Therefore, if patients are allocated equally to the three arms, the 24-weeks vs. 52-weeks comparison will have lower power than the 0-weeks vs. 24-weeks comparison. If both of these comparisons are equally important, equalizing the power of the two comparisons requires the allocation algorithm to assign fewer patients to the 0-weeks arm and more to the 24-weeks and 52-weeks arms. The procedure presented below can be used for planning both single randomization and two-stage randomization designs.

Let $N_{1}$, $N_{2}$, and $N_{3}$ denote the number of patients randomized to the 0-weeks, 24-weeks, and 52-weeks arms, respectively. Since the sample size needed to achieve a desired power for the 24-weeks versus 52-weeks comparison does not involve $N_{1}$, we seek to calculate $N_{2}$ and $N_{3}$ independently from $N_{1}$. The complication is that the relevant numbers of at-risk patients are only those who remain on the study at 24 weeks and these numbers are random variables, $N_{2}$\' and $N_{3}$\', say. To simplify, we propose setting aside this complication and first determining $N_{2}$\' and $N_{3}$\' as if they were fixed numbers. Then we back-calculate to obtain $N_{2}$ and $N_{3}$ by dividing these sample sizes by the expected survival at $t_{1}$ = 24 weeks, i.e., setting $N_{2}$ = $N_{2}$\'/exp(-$h_{1}t_{1}$) and $N_{3}$ = $N_{3}$\'/exp(-$h_{1}t_{1}$) where $h_{1}$ is the (common, by design) hazard during the first 24 weeks in the 24-weeks and 52-weeks arms. For simplicity, we set $N_{2}'$and $N_{3}'$ to be equal and solve using standard software (See S.3 in the Supporting Information for more details) \[[@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14]\].

For the 0-weeks versus 24-weeks comparison, the 24-weeks and 52-weeks arms are combined, so the power calculations involve only two groups with sample sizes $N_{1}$ and $N_{2}$+$N_{3}$. Several relatively simple algorithms have been proposed for power calculations in trials with unbalanced arms \[[@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18]\]. However, in our empirical assessment through simulation, we found that these algorithms do not produce accurate results when the sample sizes are greatly unequal (see Supporting Information [Table S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} for an example). Instead, we use the power formulae developed by Strawderman \[[@bib19]\], that is based on the second-order approximation to the distribution function for the two-sample log-rank statistic. These power formulae do not provide a closed-form expression for calculating the sample sizes, but given a value for $HR$, the equations can be solved numerically using standard software (see S.3 for more details) \[[@bib20]\]. To evaluate the performance of the proposed sample size re-allocation algorithm, we applied the algorithm to calculate the sample sizes required to achieve a target power (80% or 90%) and then simulated and analyzed data (10,000 replicates) based on these sample sizes to assess the empirical power. For comparison, we also conducted simulations assuming that the total sample size had been allocated equally among the three arms. Data were analyzed using the efficient analyses described in Section [2.1.1](#sec2.1.1){ref-type="sec"}.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Improving power using efficient analyses {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------------------

### 3.1.1. Results of simulation study {#sec3.1.1}

[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} displays the power achieved by the proposed efficient analyses for selected values of $h_{0}$ and $HR$ (see S.2 in Supporting Information for a complete table). The efficient analyses provided substantially greater power than the 80% power obtained using conventional analysis. For the 0-weeks versus 24-weeks comparison, the efficient analyses achieved near 100% power across every scenario tested. For the 24-weeks versus 52-weeks comparison, the power achieved by the efficient analysis ranged from roughly 90% when the hazard ratio was 0.2 up to more than 95% when the hazard ratio was over 0.5. At first glance, it may seem paradoxical that the power is lower when the treatment effect is higher (i.e., HR = 0.2 vs. HR = 0.5). However, these calculations are from scenarios with different sample sizes, so the power values are not comparable. The relatively low power when HR = 0.2 arises because, with this large effect, few people survive to the end of the 24th week, leading to very small sample sizes for the 24-weeks versus 52-weeks comparison.Table 1The power achieved using efficient analyses (columns 4 & 6) greatly exceeds the 80% power achieved using conventional pairwise comparison of arms across a wide range of hazards. $h_{1}$ = hazard while on active treatment and $h_{0}$ = hazard while on control treatment. Columns 3 & 5 reflect the sample sizes needed to obtain 80% power based on conventional analysis.Table 152-week Survival in the 0-week arm, %Hazard Ratio ($h_{1}$/$h_{0}$)0-weeks vs 24-weeks Comparison24-weeks vs 52-weeks ComparisonSample size per arm needed for 80% power based on conventional analysisSimulation power under efficient analysis, %Sample size per arm needed for 80% power based on conventional analysisSimulation power under efficient analysis, %306799.94090.960**0.2**17199.97990.090878100.034389.13019799.422197.160**0.5**48799.935595.890244999.0138194.630140099.1430997.360**0.8**335299.7618896.9901657499.91192996.3

### 3.1.2. An illustrative application of the efficient analysis {#sec3.1.2}

The AAM trial was a multi-center, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial that enrolled bipolar patients who recently remitted from an acute manic episode following treatment with a mood stabilizer (lithium or valproate) + an atypical antipsychotic (olanzapine or risperidone). Patients were recruited from 17 academic centers in Canada and collaborating sites in Brazil. Patients remained on their mood stabilizer as open label treatment for the full 52 weeks duration of the trial but were randomized to taper and discontinue the antipsychotic within two weeks at the start of the trial (0-weeks arm), after 24 weeks (24-weeks arm), or continue the antipsychotic for the full 52 weeks of follow-up (52-weeks arm). The atypical antipsychotic was blindly substituted with a placebo pill in the 0 weeks and 24 weeks arms. Thus, at no time did the patient or the healthcare providers know whether the patient was receiving the active or the placebo pill, nor did they know which pill the patient would receive in the period after 24 weeks. Randomization was stratified by center and by mood stabilizer/antipsychotic combination. The trial enrolled a total of 159 patients: 52 into the 0-weeks arm, 54 into the 24-weeks arm, and 53 into the 52-weeks arm. The primary outcome was the time to relapse for any mood episode (manic or depressive); patients experiencing the primary outcome were removed from the trial. Under efficient analysis, first, the analysis for detecting whether 24 weeks of the active drug is better than 0 weeks would include patients in the 52-weeks arm during their first 24 weeks of follow-up (with censoring at 24 weeks) in the 24-weeks arm. Second, as already noted, it is reasonable to expect that any observed difference in outcomes between the 24-weeks and 52-weeks arms during the first 24 weeks reflects only noise as participants in these two arms are receiving identical treatment during this period. Including these events in the comparison of the 24-weeks and 52-weeks arms potentially obscures the true differences in hazards between these two arms. As a caveat, although balance in patient characteristics is expected at 24 weeks, heterogeneity in patient responses may lead the trial to evolve in a way that creates some degree of imbalance during the first 24 weeks. Thus, this analysis should adjust for observed imbalances at 24 weeks. (Alternatively, this potential imbalance could have been mitigated at the design stage by adopting a TSRD). Third, the conventional analysis does not account for a potential sharp change in the hazard at the 24th week in the 24-weeks arm (arising from the discontinuation of the active treatment), which could lead to a violation of the proportional hazard assumption in the Cox model. Thus, the hazard in the 24-weeks arm should be modeled using a time-varying coefficient. The results presented here are intended to illustrate the use of the efficient analyses. The Cox models are adjusted for drug combination but do not consider potential heterogeneity in treatment effects. Readers seeking clinical interpretations are referred to the original publication \[[@bib3]\], which contains more complete analyses and nuanced interpretations.

[Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} shows the number of events in each arm during the first 24 weeks and after 24 weeks. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} reproduces the Kaplan-Meier plot for the time to relapse by the arm. The number of patients who discontinued by study arm were 8 (0-weeks), 14 (24-weeks), and 12 (52-weeks). In particular, the number of patients who discontinued within the first 24 weeks were 9 (24-weeks) and 8 (52-weeks). Thus, after excluding patients who experienced the event or discontinued within the first 24 weeks, only 26 (24-weeks) and 22 (52-weeks) patients remained for the 24-weeks versus 52-weeks comparison. The upper section of [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} displays the results from a pair-wise comparison of the three arms with the shorter treatment duration arm as the reference. Assuming a conventional 5% significance level is used, these results indicate that the 24-weeks arm has better outcomes than the 0-week arm, and no difference is detected between the 24-weeks and 52-weeks arms. However, note that in the Kaplan-Meier plot, the curves for the 24-weeks and 52-weeks arms, which are expected to behave similarly during the first 24 weeks because all of these patients have received identical treatment during this period, unexpectedly diverge with higher event rates in the 52-weeks arm. This raises two concerns: (1) if the divergence reflects underestimation of event rates in the 24-weeks arm, and if so, the 0-weeks arm versus 24-weeks arm comparison may be overestimating the efficacy, and (2) in the 24-weeks arm versus 52-weeks arm comparison, perhaps a beneficial effect of continued treatment after 24 weeks is being washed out by the "noise" effect in the opposite direction in the period before 24 weeks. The magnitude of the divergence is not large, so likely has limited impact on the results for this trial, but in trials that show larger divergences, the impact may be much greater. The lower section of [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} displays the results obtained using the efficient analysis. For the period before 24 weeks, the effect obtained by combining the data before 24 weeks from the 24-weeks and 52-weeks arms was reduced slightly compared to the conventional analysis (HR = 0.57 versus HR = 0.53), but the range of the 95% confidence interval (CI) and the p-value remained similar, and thus yielded the same qualitative conclusion. When events occurring after 24 weeks in the 24-weeks versus 52-weeks arms were compared, the effect obtained was similar to that found using the conventional analysis (HR = 1.03 versus HR = 1.18), indicating that the effect after 24 weeks was not greatly affected by the divergence seen during the first 24 weeks. (The characteristics of the two groups remaining on study at 24 weeks were similar, so no additional adjustment variables were added to the model.) Note that both the conventional and efficient analyses yielded a wide confidence interval. Thus, although the two analyses did not disagree, the power in this design was insufficient for assess whether continuing treatment beyond 24 weeks is beneficial.Table 2Primary events by treatment arm and timing.Table 2Treatment arm0-weeks\
N = 5224-weeks\
N = 5452-weeks\
N = 53**Total:**392929**By timing:**Early (\<24 weeks), n = 71291923Late (24--52 weeks), n = 2610166Fig. 2Kaplan-Meier plot for the time to relapse in each of the three arms. Event rates during the first 24 weeks appeared to be higher in the 52-weeks arm than in the 24-weeks arm, when these rates were expected to be the same.Fig. 2Table 3Time to any mood episode comparisons for all patients and by antipsychotic subgroup based on Cox analysis with adjustment for mood stabilizer [b](#tbl3fnb){ref-type="table-fn"} antipsychotic.Table 3HR95% CIPPair-wise Analysis24-weeks vs. 0-weeks arms0.530.33, 0.860.0152-weeks vs. 0-weeks arms0.630.39, 1.020.0652-weeks vs. 24-weeks arms1.180.71, 1.990.52*Efficient Analysis*Early events[a](#tbl3fna){ref-type="table-fn"}0.570.34, 0.930.02Late events[b](#tbl3fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}1.030.36, 2.930.95[^1][^2][^3]

3.2. Equalizing power through sample size reallocation {#sec3.2}
------------------------------------------------------

[Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} shows the sample sizes and power achieved by the proposed reallocation (Columns 4 through 8) and those obtained based on equal allocations (Columns 9 through 11). The proposed re-allocation algorithm achieved empirical powers that were nearly equal for the two comparisons and close to the target power. In the scenarios with low (30%) baseline survival rates, the samples size in each of the 24-weeks and 52-weeks groups needed to be from two to two and a half times larger than in the 0-week group. In the scenarios with high (90%) baseline survival rates, the 24-weeks and 52-weeks groups needed about one and a half times more observations. As expected, balanced allocation led to over-powering of the 0-week versus 24-week comparison and to under-powering of the 24-weeks versus 52-weeks comparison.Table 4Unbalanced sample size allocations are needed to equalize the power of the 0-weeks versus 24-weeks and 24-weeks versus 52-weeks comparisons. $N_{2}$ & $N_{3}$ were calculated using 'powerSurvEpi\'. $N_{1}$ was calculated using Strawderman\'s formula. Equal allocation over-powers the 0-weeks versus 24-weeks and under-powers the 24-weeks versus 52-weeks comparisons.Table 4Baseline Survival Rate (%)Hazard RatioTarget PowerUnequal allocationEqual allocation$N_{1}$$N_{2}$$N_{3}$Power, %$N$\
per armPower, %0 vs 2424 vs 520 vs 2424 vs 52**300.580%**6012512580.482.210490.874.2**3090%**7916716789.891.713897.085.6**6080%**12721721779.281.418787.375.3**6090%**16729029088.090.924994.086.6**9080%**57787187177.880.177383.575.6**9090%**7571167116787.490.6103192.786.7**300.880%**4861127112780.180.391393.271.1**3090%**6461570157089.690.1126298.084.2**6080%**10511754175479.680.8152086.772.8**6090%**13962348234890.090.2203194.784.6**9080%**48626642664278.779.9604983.976.7**9090%**64598892889289.090.1808192.387.5

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

We have argued that pair-wise comparison of arms, commonly used in multi-arm trials, is not optimal in trials comparing three or more treatment durations. In our example trial, we recast the hypotheses to reflect the ones most likely to be relevant to treating clinicians, namely (1) efficacy of 0 weeks vs 24 weeks of treatment during the first 24 weeks, and (2) efficacy of 24 weeks vs 52 weeks treatment during the 24--52 weeks period in patients still on treatment at 24 weeks. We have proposed fitting a pair of Cox models that address the two follow-up time periods separately. These models utilize the information contributed by the 52-weeks arm during the first 24 weeks when assessing efficacy during the period before 24 weeks and removes the noise introduced during the first 24 weeks when assessing efficacy in the period after 24 weeks. The models are equivalent to the single model proposed by Freedman and de Stavola \[[@bib1]\] and thus share the advantages of having *more interpretable hazard ratios* and *increased power* than the conventional analysis. This work extends Freedman and de Stavola \[[@bib1]\] by quantifying the magnitude of the gains in power that can be expected. For a trial designed to obtain 80% power based on conventional analysis, using the efficient analysis achieves greater than 95% power for the 0-weeks versus 24-weeks comparison and greater than 90% power for the 24-weeks versus 52-weeks comparison, across a wide range of conditions that are encountered in real trials.

We have argued that using a balanced allocation of patients to the three treatment arms leads to a much higher power for the 0-weeks versus 24-weeks comparison than for the 24-weeks vs. 52-weeks comparison. The second main contribution of this work is the proposed sample size allocation algorithm that will approximately equalize the powers for testing the two primary hypotheses. As seen in the simulation results, equalizing power requires a highly unbalanced design, from roughly 40% more up to more than twice as many patients in each of the 24-weeks and 52-weeks arms compared to the 0-weeks arm, depending on the specific scenario. The optimal treatment duration question also has arisen in trials evaluating the efficacy of a new agent for induction and maintenance therapy. Freidlin et al. \[[@bib21]\] review trial designs for this problem. These designs include both the single-randomization three-arm trial in which participants are allocated to receive the new agent during both the induction and maintenance phases, during the induction phase only or during neither phase as well as the 2 × 2 "phase x new agent" factorial layout (typically utilizing a TSRD). In the 2 × 2 design, removal of the arm receiving the new agent only during the maintenance phase results in a three-arm trial design with three different durations for the new agent. This design has been criticized as being potentially inefficient for assessing the maintenance effect because of the relatively low proportion of patients who ultimately receive the new agent during the maintenance phase. Our proposed sample size calculation procedure provides one approach to remedying this shortcoming.

From a mathematical perspective, our approach is the same irrespective of whether the underlying objective is to compare different treatment durations when efficacy has already been established, or to test also for efficacy (by setting the active treatment duration to zero in one arm). For the latter objective, investigators may wish to design the trial to provide greater power for the test of efficacy. This is easily accommodated by simply changing the input power values to the desired values in our proposed sample size calculation algorithm.

If single randomization is used and treatment allocations are not blinded, selection bias may be introduced into the 24-weeks versus 52-weeks comparison if outcomes during the first 24 weeks are influenced by knowledge of future treatment allocation. Another potential concern is that the number of patients that enter into the 24-weeks versus 52-weeks comparison is the result of a random process, and there is a risk that the attained power (conditional on the achieved sample sizes) may be lower than the power calculated assuming the expected sample sizes \[[@bib22]\].

Although we have presented an example trial that compared only three treatment durations, the extension to trials involving more treatment durations is straightforward. For data analysis, the same step hazard function for the time-varying treatment effect Cox PH model can be used, and data from different arms can be pooled in the way described in this paper. Sample size calculations to equalize the powers for the comparisons of interest would begin with the calculation for comparing the two longest treatment durations and then proceed by working backward iteratively for each subsequent comparison under the assumption the number of at-risk patients is fixed at the expected survival counts. All of these calculations can be performed in a manner analogous to what has been illustrated here. A practical concern is that trials comparing larger numbers of treatment durations may not be feasible as the required sample sizes typically will grow quickly.

In this study, we assumed a simple data generator wherein the hazard was a constant value $h_{0}$ while a patient was off active treatment and a different constant value $h_{1}$ while on active treatment and analyzed data using the Cox proportional hazards model. As discussed in Barthel et al. \[[@bib5]\], violation of assumptions could lead to under- or over-estimated assessments of power. We expect that our proposed approach will also improve the efficiency in studies with more complex data generators and models (time-varying treatment effects, non-proportionality, etc.), but additional investigation is needed to determine the magnitude of benefit. In addition, extending our sample size calculation approach to allow for dropouts would be useful.

In summary, this study has shown that in trials seeking to compare three or more treatment durations, balanced designs, and analysis based on pairwise comparison of treatment arms using the conventional Cox proportional hazards model are not efficient and may yield hazard ratios that are difficult to interpret. The efficiency of the trial can be improved greatly by using an unbalanced design and analysis with appropriately parameterized time-varying treatment effect Cox proportional hazards models.
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[^1]: HR = Hazard ratio, 95% CI = 95% confidence interval, P = p-value.

[^2]: Compares the 0-weeks arm versus the combined 24-weeks and 52-weeks arms during first 24 weeks of follow-up.

[^3]: Compares the 24-weeks arm versus the 52-weeks arm between 24 and 52 weeks of follow-up among only patients still on study after 24 weeks.
